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T

he Congo rainforest can be a challenging place to capture great wildlife images – but it can also
be immensely rewarding. To help you get the very best out of your Odzala experience and your
photographic equipment, we’ve consulted a number of experienced rainforest photographers
for their advice on everything from pixels to primates, from moisture to macro photography. These
guidelines and pro tips will help ensure that you return from Congo with wonderful images as a
record of your incredible experiences.

The most important consideration in terms of successful photography at Odzala is an understanding
of the low light conditions in the forest understory and the often backlit situations when shooting
subjects in the canopy. This is most relevant when photographing western lowland gorillas and
the host of diurnal, arboreal monkey species especially since flash photography is not permitted.
This – and the fact that the primate subjects are often moving – does create challenges for
photographers, often resulting in frustrating out-of-focus images that don’t capture the amazing
experience of the safari and the essence of the encounter.
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Gorilla Viewing Protocol

Gorilla welfare protocols dictate that we cannot approach closer
than 7m (24ft). The reason is that gorilla DNA is so close to humans
that it is very easy for them to pick up infections. These protocols
also state that the maximum group size that can view gorillas
at any one time is six (four guests, one guide and one tracker)
which mean that there is no option for porters or additional staff
to accompany the gorilla viewing group. Guides and trackers are
required to carry various refreshments, first aid equipment etc.
and need both hands free to assist with clearing a path for the
guests through the forest vegetation so you will be required to
carry all your own camera equipment. When selecting camera
equipment for gorilla viewing, you should take into account the
typical distances at which gorillas are viewed, the contrasting
lighting conditions at different levels in the forest, the generally
humid conditions and likelihood of rain, the fact that flashes
cannot be used when taking photographs of gorillas.

Photographing Primates

The biggest problem with primates is you’ll generally see them
up in the tops of the trees, so they will inevitably be silhouetted
against a blue/white sky, unless you are lucky, and they move
lower and you get green foliage as your background. Trying spot
metering in the backlit situations can be beneficial. Using some of
your camera’s custom functions will allow you to quickly change
settings between backlit and ‘normal’ situations. This gets us back
to the point of getting familiar with your equipment in advance.
Lighting conditions can be challenging in the forest, with relatively
low light at ground level and much brighter sunlight coming
through the tree canopy when photographing subjects in trees.
Listen to your guide and tracker who will be attuned to preempting primate movements and behaviour and putting you in the
best place for taking photographs. Spend as little time reviewing
your images in the field and watch the gorilla group’s movements
all the time. They can easily pop out into the forest path in front
of you or start climbing trees around you. You therefore have to
continuously alert and aware. Patience and perseverance can
result in an incredible encounter with the gorillas!
Your hour with the western lowland gorillas is precious. Take a few
moments to observe them without starting shooting immediately.
Mix close-up portraits (when possible) with wider shots capturing
the gorillas in the context of their unique habitat. Stay attuned to
those special moments like when a ray of sunlight illuminates the
gorillas. Consider to also use the video function on your camera
to capture different footage to stills and catch more of the forest
sounds.
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Photographing People
Please ask your guide before taking any images of the local people. Where allowed, a zoom lens
will allow you to distance yourself from person/s being photographed and capture more natural,
spontaneous images. Many Congolese people will allow you take photographs of them or their
children as long as you ask permission first. A smile, and showing the subject the resulting
image, goes a long way to creating and maintaining trust. Because of the sometimes difficult
history of the Congo, people in larger towns and villages may be reluctant to be photographed.
Always respect their wishes. Especially in Brazzaville, avoid taking pictures of anything that
could be remotely considered a “military” or “government” facility or vehicle, or any Police or
Army personnel.
Seasonality
An important point is the impact on photography in the different seasons, that is, whereas it is
often overcast with muted light during the dry / transition periods, in the green / rainy periods
there are often clear blue skies and great light (except when it is actually raining of course!).
Ripe fruit peaks in late Jan and Feb and late July and August after the benefit of rain and then
a dry period over which it ripens – this means gorilla and elephants range over wider areas in
order to find the best fruit trees, and that they also don’t visit the bais as much. Light at this
time is generally overcast and muted.
March/April and Sept/Oct are probably then the peak months to visit for photography at bais
since there is very little ripe fruit and thus the minerals in the bais are more necessary. The rains
have cleared the air and thus photographic conditions (when it isn’t actually raining) are better.
Movements of gorillas are less at this time as a result of greater reliance on marantaceae as a
food source.
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Pro Tips
PACKING AS LIGHT (AND PORTABLE) AS POSSIBLE is also an important consideration as
you will be carrying your equipment on the gorilla treks for anywhere between 2 hours
and 10 hours of walking and gorilla viewing time. There are no dedicated porters to assist.
Carrying lighter gear and a flexible zoom lens will also allow photographers to be faster
in response time. You should also take into account the strict baggage weight limits for
charter flights into the Congo Camps.
CAMERA BODY AND LENS chosen are really a matter of
preference, but distances from photographer to gorilla
typically range between 10m and 30m. Carrying one zoom
lens and one body really simplifies things. A versatile zoom
lens is thus recommended in the 28 to 400mm range. Both
Canon and Nikon users have many options in this regard.
100-400 25-105

MACRO

If you prefer to shoot with prime (fixed) lenses Canon
have a new lightweight 400 f4 DO (Diffractive Optics) IS
II lens and both Canon and Nikon have a 300 2.8 that may just be the ultimate lens
for low-light conditions. A wide-angle lens (25 to 105mm range) is useful for capturing
forest and landscape scenes while a macro lens (100mm) will be excellent for all the
interesting smaller subjects such as insects, flowers and the myriad of butterflies. We
recommend that any camera equipment that you bring with you is suitable for use in
humid conditions. Weather-sealed camera bodies and lenses are thus advantageous to
mitigate any chance of camera failures.
FILE FORMAT: Shoot in RAW. The JPEG format discards a lot of information which cannot
be retrieved if your exposure is out for instance. A lot more file information can be retrieved
from a RAW file in post processing than from a jpeg. If you must shoot in JPEG make sure
your camera is set to the largest file size and also set your white balance according to the
light conditions as a mistake here cannot be rectified in post processing!
METERING AND SETTINGS: A ‘default setting’ to use as starting point is to use centre
weighted metering, aperture priority and an aperture of f/5.6. Look at the histogram of
your initial shoots and adjust from here. If there is a lot of dark gorilla in the viewfinder
you may need to underexpose by up to two stops of light or you will overexpose.

Please do not use FLASH
PHOTOGRAPHY - Flash guns startle
the wildlife and could result in a
stressful situation
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FOCUS POINT SELECTION: Single point focus is usually always
best – you don’t want the camera focusing on the tree instead
of the gorilla and usually you will want to lock your focus on
the eyes. If you have a group of gorillas that you want to keep
as much in focus as possible then focus about 1/3 into the
picture. You may want to change focus to multi -point if you
have lots of moving subjects but suggest single focus points
will give you more control.
ISO AND SHUTTER SPEEDS: Conditions can be wet and humid
and there is not much available light below the rainforest
canopy. ISO 800 and 1600 will be the norm, and often you
will need to push things to ISO 3200 and higher. Consider
using the AUTO ISO setting on your camera and dialling in
an appropriate minimum shutter speed. A rule of thumb is
trying not shoot below 1/200th of a second with a 200mm
lens. If you are using an 80 mm lens then you can shoot at
slower speeds of say 1/80th and so on. If the gorillas are on
the move you should up your shutter speed to 1/1000th of a
second or more.
CHARGING FACILITIES: Charging facilities are provided in the
rooms at both Ngaga and Lango Camps (220v)
MOISTURE AND PROTECTION AGAINST THE ELEMENTS:
A few silica gel/desiccant sachets are handy to place in
your camera bag and absorb any moisture owing the humid
conditions, particularly around the Lango area. Some form of
rain protection for gear, apart from your camera bag, is also
important. Something like a Vortex rain cover will work well
if you are out on activity in light rain and still allow you to
continue shooting.
A TRIPOD AND/OR MONOPOD can be beneficial for added
stability in low light conditions, especially when shooting
with slower aperture lenses. (Gitzo and Manfrotto have
some excellent lightweight carbon fibre options available). A
monopod can make all the difference in the dimmer forest
understorey and combined with the excellent VR/IS of
modern lenses can make all the difference in attaining sharp
photographs using low shutter speeds. A lightweight tripod
can be used for landscapes and forest scenes, allowing long
shutter speeds at low ISOs.
When tracking gorillas from Ngaga Camp a WATERPROOF
CAMERA BAG to carry your gear is beneficial. Walks are
initially generally quite fast paced as you try get to gorilla
groups last known location and can involve a combination
of walking on the Ngaga trail network but also through quite
dense marantaceae. When you get in closer proximity to the
gorillas you will then be afforded the opportunity to unpack
your gear.
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Most important is for you to BE FAMILIAR WITH YOUR EQUIPMENT and its various controls
and functions. Getting competent with settings and trying gear in low light conditions
with moving and immobile subjects prior to travelling to Odzala is highly recommended.
Understanding what aperture and ISO settings work best in what conditions is critical.
Any of the full-frame camera bodies will help immensely with low light, simply as the
photosites are that much bigger, and hence you can push the ISOs much higher than on
crop-sensor bodies. f/4 or f/2.8 lenses will also help to eke out faster shutter speeds but
need to bear in mind portability, particularly with bulkier f/2.8 lenses. In the savannah
areas surrounding Lango and Mboko as well as on boating activities along the Lekoli
River, lighting conditions are far less challenging.

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
weather conDitions
UnDer the canoPy:
» Overcast: Very high aperture (f 1.4 / f 2.0), high ISO
» Sunny: High aperture (f 2.8 / f 4.0), high ISO

If your image is:
BLURRY: increase your SHUTTER SPEED
DARK: decrease your SHUTTER SPEED or open your aperture
BRIGHT: increase your shutter speed or close your aperture
a higher ISO will allow you to increase shutter speed and stop action

GOOD

BLURRED

oUt in the oPen:
» Overcast: Medium aperture (f 5.6 / 8.0), medium ISO
» Sunny: Low aperture (f 11.0 / 16.0), low ISO
DARK / BLACK

BRIGHT / WHITE

aPertUre

LARGE
f1.4 - f2.8

NORMAL
f5.6 - f11

SMALL
f16 - f22

APERTURE (f-STOP) and DEPTH OF FIELD
Width the camera lens opens when snapping a picture
Larger aperture (smaller number) lets more light pass
through the lens
f 1.4 | f 2.0 | f 2.8 | f 4.0 | f 5.6 | f 8.0 | f 11.0 | f 16.0 | f 22.0

Small number, large apperture, more light in

In the forests, under canopy

50mm

24-70mm

70-200mm

100-400mm

LENSES:
» 24-70mm and a 100-4000mm (Good for the Gorilla sightings)
» 50mm 1.4 lens is ideal for low light shooting, and a great standard lens
» 85 - 135mm with a focal length of over 50mm for
macro /close-up shots

Large number, small apperture, less light in

In the bai, full sunlight
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